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ABSTRACT
"Practical rhetoric" is'a narrowing of classical

rhetoric because it_no longet "shapes public opinion but is
increasingly shaped by'it, specifically by special interest groups
formed around and geared.to.what a selected audience wants to hear.
In the teaching of composition, this pluralism of rhetoric leads to
fragmentation. and specialization,, and ultimately to _a state of .

entropy, which in thermodynamics is the measure between heat and
energy and the'movement of bOth toward chaos or nothingness% English
departments are moving, toward Ootgingiess.because of their emphasis
kon litgraryMudi6s. However, the trend is being in part relferked by
new studies in rhetoric and composition.. The danger is in the growing
complexity of 'these studies and tgeir fraglentation\into specialized"
°areas, including theory, -practice, writing in two -year colleges,
writing in four-ear colleges, basic-writing, technicalwriting, and
computer writing, with specializations in each of thebe areas. One
solution lies in having writing, be the center,of liberal studies and
irLmOving it back to the pUblic arena asa,shaper of,thought and the
world. CCRE) 0
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That Ue're Irving in an increasingly pluralistic
., society we're well aware. Each of 'us can offer

illustrations. For myself, Ilve been Collecting examples of
how the word rhetoric is being modified. Of course,that &-
for centuries rhetorit has been modified more than
recognized as being tie modifier is indeed familiar to us
here. Bit we've 'come a long way from "mere" ar "empty"
rhetoric., The Media" haie been narrowing the modification,
for example, "official rhetoric". to "U.S. rhetoric" to.

"presidential rhetoric" to "Reagan rhetoric." And we see
curious 'okings like ."spiritua rhetoric," "two-filted
.rhetoric, "rococo rhetoric," "pro - family rhetoric,"
sexnally 'liberated rhetoric,''' and "cable -TV rhetoric.."

Recently, I read a' newspaper editorial that mentioned
"scatalo -gical rhetoric." Even more recently, I read in a
magazine the term "fast-food .rhetonic."

N.
Most' of these misplaced modifiers or displacement of

rhetoiic reflect cisFissal of both the discourse and the
speaker (no change here, of course). The urgency of our-

, pluralistic society to split off and then erect bopndaries 11
around fragments of information shows no sign of,lesening.
All of ifs are urged to hurtle down the high tech highway
leading to the facts that manufacture information and meta-
informatiOn so .fast that wisdom today seems narrowly
portioned out

*
by speciilists who speak in indeciptierable

tongues. This explosion of mew information is atomizing our
culture toward the chaos of a modern-day Babel.

This slicing off pieces of our world is an example of
what Michael Halloran calls practical rhetoric. We
recognize the way -.it .works, for instance, in special
interest politics that have split off in response to a

measured poll taking. These special interest groups are
formed around and geared to what a selected audience wants
to hear. This prdctical rhetoric is a narrowing of
classical rhetoric" because it 'no' longer shapes public

ro opinion but seems increasingly to be shaped by it.

How is this pluralism affecting our own .profession?
4) We're still having problems recognizing that there really is

some continuity in the teaching of composition. In a recent
,O article, Timothy Cruqus argues that there is simply, tors

mach pluralism in.rhetoric and composition:

"We are over ours beads, tnuptate4 with 'isms,' Some of
us are 'current traditionalistd,' some Rogerians 'Burkeans 21 0
Vygatskiaus, tagmemicists, Brittonifes, ,Some, would
kall this lack of a center creative and healthy; if SQ. it 1



..
is also chaotic arld- confusing. . . . 'The- ktrugiie to

synthesize vanfshes. Instead of working in a principled way
to extend an 'existing par.digm as new insights turn up, the
tendency is to wheel one's grocery cart through the
warehowse of ideas and pitch in wha:e,er happens to appeal
.at the time." (Freshman English News, Minter 1984,' 1-2)

Ifit is is true.in ourr own time as it has been in the
past that rhetoric reflectg culture, then maybe. even
exploring and 'questioning where we're going ins foolish
futility. 'Walter' Ong has.already told 0 "the history of
rhetoric simply mirrors ,the evolution, of society" (Rhetoric,
Ro:lance, and Technology, Ithaca, Cornell University Press,-
101,, T. "g: If we agree with Ong 'that "rhetoric today has
diffused itself in many forms" so that it no longer has the
"neater contours" of less fragmen,ed ptst'cultures, is there
any reason to believe that the fragmentatiOn will decrease?
Nerhaps'not, but I think we can at least explore what it
might possibly mean for us in.rhetoric and composition. To
try ta4pu31 some parts together, I want to borrow and extend,
a metaphor Professor. Daniel Harder has been working. with..
The metcpbor of entropy, he has shown us already, an allow
us "to pull parts into a vision of system aid then to
evaluate the vision's stability" ("High Entropy in the
Profession," CEA Forum, Oct. 1982, 1-4).

.

In 4982 Professor Harder grgued that the English,
profession is disintegrating because of its extreme
systematization. Professor Marder advanced his argument by
metaphoHcally using the law of entropy, that. is, :a
measurement for loss of useful energy in ,any system. This
metaphor has intrigued 'me, " and, at the danger .of

oversi,mp/ifying and doing some injustice to Professor
Murder's ideas, I'd like tb' explore the stability of
rhetoric todayAnd its future.

Entropy, a principle of thermodynamics that measures
the relationship between heat and energy, can be applied to
any system. "Whether growing or decaying,"Professor Harder
explains, "systems tend to atomize themselves into States of
increasing disorder. until they reach at equilibriu0 we may
call chaos or nothingness". (1):t As 'I understand the
metaphor, if an entity tries to systematize ,itself by an
explosion of complex freshness, ,by bringing in more
'information than it can absorb in this rapid growth, then it
atomizes into chaos. If an entity already has systematized
itself through stale redundancies, it eventually falls
toward nothingnets. Either direction, according to the
principle'of ,entropy, leads to atomization, which is .a
fra,mentation into unrecognizable parts. In the article
Professor Marder says, that English departments are..

inexorably moving toward nothingness because of their
emphasis on. literary studies.. Remembering that eitheCan
explbsionof complex freshness -or a rivid AVRrAM of ctAla
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'redundancies leads to 'atomization, we can better understand
another principle: thatsmovement toward atomization, either
from too much complexity or_from stagnatioh, is an example

' of positive entropy. ..Piofessor Harder explains that for a
.relatively short while the. opposite force'of negative
entrop.:, a form of regeneration, .can slow down or stop the
toolast growth toward chaos or the deCay toward
nothingness. Negative entropy slows down disintegration by
regenersetion, which would be energy working on new ideasin
order tr restructure. Professor Marder speculates that the
new studies in rhetoric, working like negative entropy, are
bgeathing new life into an English profession that has lost
much of its'useful energy'through support of research that
is too inwardly directed.

But, we -now that studdes in rhetoric and composition
have been moving in the opposite direction, away, from a
rigid system Gary Tate has told us more than once that,the
" major intellectual challenge facing writing teachers today
is not lack of knowledge but the problem of incorporatting
what we know into our teaching" (Rhetoric Review, 1 13an.
1983), 162). For twenty years we've been drawing from the
whole *spectrum of .liagui.stic- processes just as Richard
01,181111 urged us to do in his seminal article "In Lieu of a
New Rheto;ic"; we've been exploring the whole field of
motivational language in the Burnan way. And most of this
.work was done in the, seventies although we know the seeds of
'revival and reform in rhetoric were sown back in the mid-
fifties. Still, in 1973 it was necessary for Paul Bryant to
chastise us st the 4C for much of this early work, for our
meaningless repetition j.n."discovering the same things over
and over" instead of using the principles we already had to
-strengthen our teachkfig. We've grown very rapidly since
then (though there's the repetition still) and have gained
some respect for our work, the least amount /Probably from
specialists in'-literary studies. But by. this rapid growth,
rhetoric and composition may be exploding 'with so much

.complex freshness that we really may be heading toward
chaob7-some say we're already there. We may soon pass the
paint here we add new life to the profession and move on to
the point where we destroy ou;selves through fragmentation.

For :instance, studies_ in compositiOn have grown and
become so complex that we haye few 'general journals of
writing left. Ther've split into theory, practice, writing
in two-year colleges, writing in four-year colleges, basic
writing, advanced composition, technical writing-, computer
writing. The journals specializing in theory or practice
have split further into linguistic, psychological,
philosophical issues. The specialized articles in the

specialized journals are being written in specialized
language that is intimidating enough to prevent more than a
general understanding by many of us. (Some of these
coicerns Gary Tate was thinking of when he mentioned at last.

4
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year's NCTE what to him would be the ideal journal article:
one wrdtten witH the care of a Richard Yonne;.one written
with the wisdom of a Richard Lloyd-Jones; one written with'
the enthusiasm of an Ed Corbett; one written With the-
passion of a Bill_ Coles; and one with footnotes' by a Jiri
Sledd.). Some journals seem to have begun a ,qndency, issue
after issue, to feature quantitative analyses and studies.
.Involvedent with audience, except for a very narrowly.
conceived one, is disappearing. It's.becomin/ increasingly
difficult to. identify with the person speaking. It's
becoming increasingly, difficult to keep up with sll these
whirling fragments. So we become specialists too beciuse we

= cannot keep up with all this knowledge, try as we might.

Eaqh year our major, conferences 'add more.' special
intetest sessions. Our 4Csprograms reflect the incredible
'number of special interests that often become standard.
sessions in following years. And .as- we reach farther' and
fanther, wel .4ap the vocabulary of other fields around us.
Do,we . have a center at all? If so, can we hold it? Is it
%no.: inconceivable that in the future, writing across the
curriculum sessions or ps/cftology sessions or computer'
sessions will become so numerotrs that they will splinter off
into theiT own, annual meetings? Programs already have to
include a listing of.se'Ssios by subject matter so that, if
we are inclined, we can more easily attend those sessions
that address our own special fields. tAd for those of us
who try to keep up with all the bewildering activity going
on in 'rhetoric and composition, we find it more and more
difficult,to sample everything that the 4esoffers. Perhaps
it's not too difficult for us' to imagine the 4ejsplitting
into regional .conferences.beceuse of, all this energy. Jut
,last year the University of Chiscago held their conference on
.the relationship between writing and higher order reasoning
at the same time the NCTE was mee.ting -in Denver, forcing
many of us to make a very difficult lchoise.

And the numbdr'of rhetoric and composition texts has
increased so much in the last ten years that we find .it

difficult to. go through any_ orderly textbook adoption
procedure. Mike Rose in commenting upon this explosion
first says, "textbooks are th'e repository of our knowledge
om a given subject at a given time. . . not/ so much .

'knowledge of .how to tut knowledge of what is known or is
currently surmised" (CCC,. 34 [May 19834, 20$;413). Then he
asks if all this ad'vice in composition texti, is actually
coiNerted into practice. There's been no direct. studies
into what happens when students read coiposition textbooks.
He further asks wouldn't, we be "bqtterser/ed if the dad
scramble for new textbooks:and newauthors wep slowed down
and true %research and development took the place of -.the
current marketing -4whir4wind?" Those English ditor* and
publishers' representatives with whom I've d &cussed this
publishing frenzy, agree basically that the su ge began five

1



yeays ago, but in e last three pears it's gotten out of
.control. English- ors in the college division's of major
publishers say a so many new titles are .presented at
these publishers' big annual meetir.,s now t it is
impossible to know all the listings well. N' one' wants
general texts anymore -- neither teachers nor ublishers.
Writing across .the curriculum and basic - writing texts have
..

....,

increased the most as tqore and more teachers wl-io are
.specializing -want focused' texts. Last year, to giye a

representative ei:ell-le, one publishing firm had five new
titles in composftion;

one
year new titles jumped_ to

sixtecn. \

Like Robe's plea for true research, the plea of Richard
Young and John hales at last year's NCTE was' for more
empirical research, the "true" research that Nike Rose, I
think, was ' speaking of, research based 'on our experience,
based oh what we already know, so that ve may beginsto solve
some of the problems that have been set before us,
And like the others I've mentioned here, Youh and Hayeb
t-oth said that we have enoughlsubstantive.knowledge to last
us for e: *hile. Our rapid growth since the severties has
put us, theoretically at least, back in the Aenter of

0
English Studiees. But we must guard against ftlagmFnting

,ourselves further through specializiation, or we'll ,never
ild on to this center or thel nearness to it. We are on'

of a as,Professor Young ,said, because now we have,to
solve the problems with literacy. Past amateurism ds
:inconsistent with our new status. We- must addres our
problems as serious sehOlars Iv that we ,will be taken'
seriously. The irony is that e must be on.guard that we
not in the name of literacy c isis,save t he traditional
English Departmen t the risk of destroying urselveS.

I

O.

Richard Lloyd- as ag ees that empirical research in
thg la.st deeade has been broader as it draws from the social
sciences in- comparison to the earlier research, where writ
seldom found two related stuaSesjir/the sane person._ Byt.4.,

even asp he foresees thet.if.r4Arractualy- will come "back'to'
the center ot liberal education;fre7Viso says that we've not
done much-.:Ao give others but "little sense of what -might be
ledrned'frommvlese instruction in writing" ( ",hat We May
Become," CCC, 23 [May 1982), 2b5). Those who've come clos.e
host rec'ently',, he says, although much of $.he instruction is
narrowly transactional, are the teachers ,of -letter .and
report writing, because they.do deal withareasons.

I don't have any net solutions ; I'm mainly trying to
explore some issues I think are . growing' ever larger ;in
rhetoric and -comlesitIon.. But it seems to me to make sense` '
thariorder to live food reasons for what we doi,ies tee
'to move ,rhetoric back into the public arena, making it ag in
a sha er of our worn and moving away from/practical
..rheto ic.

!
Richprd Lloyd-Jones also has .told us "the real .

o.
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justification for leareing.to,w0te is not' to' nerve the
econe4 . . . "liut to master the self and the world" (205).
instead of further fragmenting, ourselves and what wesde,'we
c:!It move towtrd the kind of /empiricism that benefits our
students not: while helping shape the world that will be
theirs.' They can knowingly participate in studies that they
have a real stake in. For instance, drawing fron'effotps of
teachers of letter and report writing who have moved weifing
townrds the public arena, we could give students b sense of
mastering self and world by structuring . courses
c,oncentrically around sequential assignments (or at least
including such assignments) about writing. With :111 the
rea(ved increased activity of local, state, and notional
coniAittees on Johnny's deckining, language skills, our
students could write about writing as they interviewed
teachers'and administrators in public schools and colleges,
busincnspeople, attorneys, manufacturers, 'technicians, as
the stedents wrote letters, reports proposals to ,these
people an0 each other and about these people and each' other.
The sebject' matter of. the eiscourse would 'Ile the same
subject matter of the course. As for us, we'd 'begin to have
some rich materiaTis we began to dp empirical research'
right alongside our students and these -other people to give
reason why learning to write lets us matter both self and
world.. -And we'd be cibser to forml.ng concentrii. circles,
not separate worlds. Perhaps we would not get caught ih an

r either/or situation: either bursting into fragments:from too
much expansion or dying from stagnation. ,

If, as Professor Napier suggests, the new studies in'
rhetoric ere- acting `as negative, entropy, 'that it, are+. .4..pslowing down the,Nprofession s .disinte4rati'on., then our

'rrowth ceriainlf. has been beneficial. But an helping to
sa've. they- professionwhat's left of it after -speech,
journalism,. and linguistics already have spill offfrom
stalo!;ess, we geed- not save literary studies at our on
expense, at our own disintegrvion through a too rapid
growth to take up their slack. I'm not suggesting, that we

. must extend one existing paradigm ('although Professor
'rusius in his recent. article and in a forthcoming one
argues convincingly for extension and interpretation of
Kinneavy's ideas) or that we reduce all our knowledge to one

. theory Or to one set of practices. We don't have to. be
reductionist-. Anyway, don't we have, basic/illy, one
inclusive body of knowledge? Professor Ed Corbett has told
us and showed:. us that "nearly all OUD studies' in
composition" repreAentk variation, extensionsf. rdfinements,
or modifications.of classical theory ("My Work in Rhetoric,"
ffort : Essays on Theory and Practice in the Teachine of
Writing., Boynton/Cook, 1963, p. 290). Along with empirical
research there's a need for more historical researcY in
composition. Frank D'Angato says in a zeceJt CCC
thbt to delve deeper into this rich history would help us
examine our 'assumptions about what we know and where-we're
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heading: So much, that we now think is new )we might hive a
different perspective if all these changes going on were
exanieed from a historical perspective.

V"'

I remember in graduate school those of us studying
' ihstoi-ic thought--until we learned better--that the
aproaches of two well-respected profesSors in rhetoric
neatly illustrated an either/or philosophy. We'd listen tb
0110 highly admired professor as hd, in his
char&cteristically rambling way,' instilled in us the
intlusiven/ss of rhetoric. We'd listen to another, equally
adn5red in our profession, as he, in his chaTcteristically
tcononical way, rhetorically asked us what the profession is
Ealping in its excruciating attempt to pull everything into
rhetoric. Until we got sm-,rter, we though t the two
philosophies were so different that we in our graduate
student smart-aleckness, referred to one as "RH.Life" and
the ()thin. ap "RH= Restraint." Later we realized that these
.two"viewe. coul be concentric circles, not separate worlds.

We can grow in thoughtful stages. We can begin to solve
some of the problems we've been., given to solve. We can be
inclusive while at the same time selecting carefully. We
can given teason t the electorate in our departments and
schools and the world that writing should be the center U.
liberal studies. find by controlling aur growth, we can
ensureourse,Ives a longer place in .the center, our center

hold longer, and we can better hold off the force that
_might be too soon leading us to be residents of and
participants: in that old and familiar Babel, that rhetorical
babel about logomachy.

I
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